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1. INTRODUCTION
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showed that D contains the complex group algebra of a from now on
.always noncyclic free group. That this may be a general phenomenon, at
least when the centre of a division ring is uncountable, is indicated by the
following:
w xTHEOREM 1 . If the centre k of a di¨ ision ring D is uncountable and if D
contains a free k-algebra, then D contains the group algebra of a free group
o¨er k.
In this paper we address the question of the existence of free group
algebras in certain families of division rings. More precisely, we prove
 .THEOREM A. Let K be a field, u g Aut K of infinite order, and let k be
the fixed field of u . Define d by cd s c y cu for all c g K. Let a, b g KU be
w x  4such that a has infinite orbit under u and Kd l bk a s 0 . Let N be an
 N .y14integer. Then a, bx 1 y x is k-free.
 .THEOREM B. Let K s k t be the rational function field o¨er k and
 .w xR s k t x; u , c , where u is a k-automorphism of K and c is a u-deri¨ ation
of K. Let D be the field of fractions of R.
 .i If u has infinite order, then D contains a k-free group algebra.
 .ii If u s 1, d / 0, and char K s 0, then D contains a k-free group
algebra.
 .iii In all other cases, D satisfies a polynomial identity.
 .THEOREM C. Let D s k G be the di¨ ision k-algebra generated by a
polycyclic-by-finite group G F DU. Then D contains a k-free group algebra if
and only if G is not abelian-by-finite.
THEOREM D. The field of fractions of the uni¨ ersal en¨eloping algebra of
a nonabelian, soluble, or finite-dimensional Lie algebra o¨er a field k of
characteristic zero contains a k-free group algebra.
To prove the above results, we begin by producing k-free sets in the
field of fractions of skew polynomial rings. If the free generators have
 .valuation at least 1 relative to whatever valuation happens to be present ,
then the following result of Lichtman may be applied to produce elements
that generate a free group algebra:
 w x.PROPOSITION Lichtman 4 . Let U be an Ore domain with a discrete
¨aluation ¨ . Let D be the ring of fractions of U and k the centre of D. Then for
 .any k-free set x , x such that ¨ x G 1 for i s 1, 2, the elements 1 q x1 2 i i
generate a free group ring kF : D.
To consider the existence of free algebras in the field of fractions of
skew polynomial rings, we introduce a polynomial ring with the property
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that the k-freeness of two elements is equivalent to the question of
whether a certain family of polynomials is contained in an ideal in this new
ring. We then use a suitable functional equation for a generating function
of the family of polynomials to show that the family is not contained in the
 .ideal. In Section 4, we give a more combinatorial criterion Corollary 4.1 ,
w xdeduce Theorem D, and indicate how the main freeness arguments of 7 ,
w x w x8 , and 10 also follow from the criterion. The reader should also compare
w xour approach with that of Lorenz 5 . Both ultimately rely on Makar-
w xLimanov's ideas 7, 9 , but ours seem to be simpler and more suitable for
generalization.
2. FREE GROUP ALGEBRAS IN THE RING OF
FRACTIONS OF SKEW POLYNOMIAL RINGS
Let K, u , k, and N be as in the statement of Theorem A. Let
N n i w xp s x  x a g k x; u , where n G 1, a g k for all i, and a a / 0.is0 i i 0 n
w x  .Viewing K x; u as a subset of the ring of fractions K x; u and the latter
 ..as a subset of the ring of skew Laurent series K x; u , we may write
`
y1 yN mp s x x a , m
ms0
where a a s 1 and  a a s 0 for all j G 1. It is more convenient0 0 iqmsj i m
 y14to study the question of whether the set a, bp is k-free in a more
general ring.
w xLet A s k X , Y , i g Z be the ring of polynomials in commutingi i
indeterminates X and Y over k, and let s be the automorphism of Ai i
defined by X s s X and Y s s Y for all i. In the ring of skewi iq1 i iq1
 .. yN ` mLaurent series A X ; s , consider the element z s X  X a .ms 0 m
 ..  ..Given a, b in K, define w s w : A X ; s ª K x; u by Xw s x,a, b
X w s au i, and Y w s bu i for all i. Then zw s py1.i i
 4  .Next, let W be the free k-algebra on u, ¨ . For w s w u, ¨ g W, the
 .  ..element w X , Y z g A X ; s may be written as0 0
w X , Y z s X iP w .  .0 0 i
igZ
 . with all P w g A and the series has only a finite number of nonzeroi
.  y1 .  .terms with i - 0 . The idea, of course, is that w a, bp s w X , Y z w ,0 0 a, b
 .so the polynomials P w contain the information on the k-freeness ofi
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 y14a, bp . Next, define the monomials m g W by m s 1, and for a tupleI B
 .I s i , . . . , i of nonnegative integers, with s G 0, let0 s
ui0 , if s s 0,
m sI i s i0 r u  ¨u , if s G 1. .rs1
Clearly, every element of W is uniquely of the form w s g m , withI I
 .  .g g k. Also, P w s g P m . We need the following result:I i I i I
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let I s i , . . . , i with s G 1. Then for all integers t,0 s
s d i sXP m s P m Y a X . .  .t I tyd I d dqN 0 /
dGyN
 i s.XProof. By the definition of m , we have m s m ¨u , and soI I I
X tP m s m X X , Y z Y zX i s .  . t I I 0 0 0 0
t
`
j yN m i sXs X P m Y X X a X . j I 0 m 0 /  /
j ms0
syNjyN m i sXs X P m Y X a X .  j I yN m 0
j mG0
s my NjyNqm
Xs X P m .  j I
j mG0
=Y a X i s .my N m 0
Now put t s j q m y N, d s m y N, and observe that d G yN since
m G 0. The result follows upon rewriting the last double summation and
equating the coefficients of the powers of X.
 .  . X  .As usual, for I s i , . . . , i , we write t I s i , I s i , . . . , i , and0 s s 0 sy1
 .  ..l I s s q 1. Let A z be the ring of Laurent series in a central
 ..indeterminate z over A, and let s act on A z through the coefficients.
For nonempty I, define
H I X s P m Xyt  I .z i g A z . .  .  . . i I 0
igZ
We claim that the right-hand side only depends on I X. Indeed, if I X s J X,
 . yt  I .  .  . yt  J .Xthen m X , Y z X s m X , Y z Y z s m X , Y z X , whenceI 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 J 0 0 0
 . yt  I .  . yt  J .P m X s P m X for all i. Define an equivalence relation ;i I 0 i J 0
on the set of tuples by I ; J if and only if I X s J X, and let I be a complete
set of representatives of the equivalence classes of ; . Write L sa, b
 ..  ..ker w z , a prime ideal of A z . We then have the following:a, b < A
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let w s g m g W, where almost all g s 0. ThenI I I
the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  y1 .a w a, bp s 0.
 .  t I ..  X.b   g X H J g L .J g I I ; J I 0 a, b
 y1 .  .Proof. Of course 0 s w a, bp s w X , Y z w if and only if0 0 a, b
i  .  .  . X P w s w X , Y z g ker w , if and only if each P w g ker wi i 0 0 a, b i a, b
 .  . i by the definition of w , if and only if  P w z g L again by defini-i i a, b
.tion . However,
P w z i s g P m z i .  .  i I i I
i i I
s P m z i .  i I /
I i
s g H I X X t I . . I 0
I
s g X t I . H J X , . .  I 0
I;JJgI
as required.
 .The point is that condition b above is quite tractable, especially in view
 .of a recurrence relation satisfied by the H. We also observe that H B s 1,
as follows immediately from the various definitions.
 . N n r  .s rq NTHEOREM 2.1. For all I with l I G 2 we ha¨e z  a z H I srs0 r
 X . t I .H I X Y .0 0
Proof. Given J, Lemma 2.1 implies that
H J X s P m Xyt  J .z t .  . t J 0
t
s d t
Xs P m Y a z .  tyd J d dqN
t dGyN
s d
d tyd
Xs Y a z P m z . d dqN tyd J /
dGyN t
X s dYd t J .s Y a z H J X . . d dqN 0
dGyN
Y s d Xt J . ds H J X Y a z . . d d dqN
dGyN
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X  .  X.s d t I . dIn particular, replacing J by I gives H I s  H I X Y a z ,dG N d d dqN
whence
n
rq NsN rz a z H I . r
rs0
n rq Ns
dX srqN t I . ds a z H I X Y a z . r d d dqN /
rs0 dGyN
n
rq NqdX s rqNqd t I .s H I z X Y a a . .  rqNqd rqNqd r dqN
rs0 dGyN
Letting N q d s m and r q N q d s j, the last double summation be-
 X.s j j t I X .comes   a a H I z X Y . Since  a a is 0 if j G 1jG 0 rqmsj r m j j rqmsj r m
and is 1 when j s 0, the result follows.
N .y1Proof of Theorem A. In this case p s X 1 y X , so n s 1, a s 1,0
and a s y1. Suppose first that N ) 0. The formula in Theorem 2.11
becomes
s N s Nq 1 XN Nq1 t J .z H J y z H J s Y X H J , 1 .  .  .  .0 0
i.e.,
sy1 X syN y1yN t J .H J s z H J q z Y X H J . 2 .  .  .  .yNy1 yNy1
 .Now H B s 1 is invariant under s . Therefore, it can be proved by
 .induction on l J that
 .l J
y1s  i.H J s z H J q l J H J , 3 .  .  .  .  . i
is1
 . w y1 x  i.   iy1..X  .where l J g A z , z and J s J . To do this, use 2 and thei
 X.syN y1  .inductive hypothesis to get a formula for H J , and then use 2
again.
 .From 1 we also have that
s yNX syN t J .z H J s H J y z Y X H J , .  .  .yN yN
 . Xand so using 2 with J in place of J, it follows that
 .l J
s Xt J .  i.  i.z H J s H J y Y X H J q t J H J , 4 .  .  .  .  .  .yN yN i
is2
  i.. w y1 x  .where t J g A z , z . Now, by Proposition 2.1 b , it is enough toi
 t I ..  . t I .prove that if   g X H J g L , then  g X g ker wJ g I I ; J I 0 a, b I ; J I 0
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for each J, for then the transcendence of a over k implies that g s 0 forI
all I.
We will work with a more general expression, proving
w y1 x t  .Claim. If g g A z , z are such that l s   g H J g L ,J is0 l J .s i J a, b
 .w y1 xthen each g g ker w z , z .J a, b < A
The claim finishes the proof of Theorem A by letting g s  g X t I .J I ; J I 0
w y1 xg A : A z , z .
We now turn to the proof of the claim. Suppose that the claim is not
true. In a counterexample l, we may clearly suppose that if each g J
m  . r occurring in l is written in the form g s  c r, J z where l F m areJ rsl
 . .  .  .integers and c r, J g A , with c r, J f ker w if c r, J / 0. Evi-a, b < A
 .w y1 xdently, this implies that g f ker w z , z for all J. In addition,J a, b < A
 .choose the counterexample l g L with the properties a t is minimala, b
 .  .  .and b the total number of c r, I with l I s t is minimal.
 .Fix J with l J s t. By multiplying l by a suitable power of z , if0 0
 .  .snecessary, we may suppose that c 0, J f ker w . Then c 0, J l y0 a, b < A 0
 . sc 0, J zl g L and0 a, b
s sc 0, J l y c 0, J zl .  .0 0
t
s ss c 0, J g H J y c 0, J z H J .  .  .  . .  0 J 0
is0  .l J si
s ss c 0, J g y c 0, J g H J .  .  . . 0 J 0 J
 .l J st
s s s t J .q c 0, J g y c 0, J g q c 0, J g Y X .  .  . 0 L 0 L 0 J yN yN /
X . J sLl L sty1
=
ty2
H L q g H J , .  .  J
is0  .l J si
w y1 x  .where g g A z , z . Write c s c 0, J w. We now have to considerJ 0
several possibilities.
  .  . 4   .4  .Suppose first that c r, J : l J s t s c 0, J . Then g s c 0, J ,0 J 00
and therefore the above becomes
ty1
s sc 0, J l y c 0, J zl s f H J . .  .  . 0 0 J
is1  .l J si
 .w y1 x XBy the minimality of t, each f g ker w z , z . In particular, for L s J ,J 0
we have
s s s t J . y10X Xc 0, J g y c 0, J g q c 0, J g Y X g ker w z , z . .  .  .  .0 J 0 J 0 J yN yN0 0 0
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Thus,
s s sX X t J .0c 0, J c 0, J y c 0, J c 0, J q c 0, J c 0, J Y X .  .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 yN yN
g ker w .
 X . u u u  t J0 ..uyNSet d s c 0, J w. Then c d y cd q cc ba s 0. Multiplying by0
 u .y1 y1  y1 .u  t J0 ..uyNcc , we obtain c d y c d s y ba , contradicting the hy-
potheses.
 .  .Thus the number of c r, J with l J s t is at least two. In this case,
 .s  . s  .  .c 0, J y c 0, J zl has one less c r, J with l J s t than the original0 0
l, so
s s y1c 0, J g y c 0, J g g ker w z , z .  .  .0 J 0 J
 .for all J with l J s t and
s s s t J . y1c 0, J g y c 0, J g q c 0, J g Y X g ker w z , z .  .  .  .0 L 0 L 0 J yN yN
XJ sL
 .for all L with l L s t y 1.
 .We claim that there exists J / J with l J s t. For if not, then there0
 .must exist j / 0 such that c j, J f ker w. However,0
s s
c 0, J c j, J y c 0, J c j, J g ker w , .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
and
s X Xc 0, J c j, J y c 0, J c j, J .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
s t J .q c 0, J c j, J Y X g ker w . .  .  .0 0 yN yN
 .  X . u uLet d s c j, J w and e s c j, J w. Then, as before, we have c d y cd0 0
y1 u u u  t J0 ..uyNs 0, whence c d g k. Also, c e y ce q cd ba s 0. Multiplying
 u .y1both sides of the above equality by cc , we obtain
u yNuy1 y1 y1 t J .0c e y c e q c d ba s 0. .  . /
The first term belongs to Kd , and the second summand is a nonzero
w xelement of bk a . This is a contradiction.
 .Thus, there exists J / J and some c j , J f ker w. Therefore,1 0 0 1
s s
c 0, J c j , J y c 0, J c j , J g ker w .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
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 .for all J with l J s t, and
s s
c 0, J c j , L y c 0, J c j , L .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
q c 0, J c j , J Y X t J . g ker w .  . 0 0 yN yN
XJ sL
 . X  .for all L with l L s t y 1. Take L s J , and set d s c j , J w and1 J 0
 . u u y1e s c j , L w. Then, as before, c d y cd s 0 implies that c d g kL 0 J J J
 .for all J with l J s t. We also have the equation
uyNu u u t J .0c e y ce q cd ba s 0, .L L J
XJ sL
 u .y1which on multiplication by cc yields
u yNuy1 y1 y1 u t J .0c e y c e q c d ba s 0. . .  . /L L J
XJ sL
 .Now, all the t J in the above formula are distinct, and at least one of the
coefficients of at J . is nonzero. Moreover, the first summand belongs to
 . w xd K , and the second summand is a nonzero element of bk a , which is
impossible. The theorem is, therefore, established for positive N. When
 .  y1 .N F 0, use the K-isomorphism c : K x; u ª K y; u defined by xc s
y1  N .y14  yNq1 .y14y . Then a, bx 1 y x c s a, yby 1 y y , and the latter set
is k-free by the first part of the proof, since yN q 1 ) 0, a has infinite
orbit under uy1, and if d X is defined on K by cd X s c y cuy1, then
X w x  4Kd l bk a s 0 .
Before we prove Theorem B, we turn to a generalization of a result of
w xLorenz. In 6, Lemma 2 , Lorenz proves that for every infinite-order
 .k-automorphism u of the rational function field k t , there is a generator
 .a of k t satisfying the property stated in Theorem A in the form
w x  4Kd l ak a s 0 . We refer to such an a as a distinguished generator of
 .k t .
 .COROLLARY 2.1. Let k be a field, u be a k-automorphism of k t of
 .infinite order, and a be a distinguished generator of k t as abo¨e, and choose
w x  .   . N .y14any g g k t with g 0 s 0. Then for any integer N, a, g a X 1 y X is
 . .  . .a k-free set in D s k t X ; u . Moreo¨er, k t X ; u contains a free group
algebra.
 .y1Proof. Only the last statement requires proof. Put c s aX 1 y X .
 4Then a, c is a k-free set in D. The elements ac and c are also k-free and
have valuation 1 relative to
`
j¨ X a s n , where a / 0 j n /
jGn
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 .where we regard D as a subset of the ring of skew Laurent series . The
existence of the free group algebra now follows from Lichtman's proposi-
tion.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a torsion-free soluble-by-finite group, and let D
be the ring of fractions of the group algebra kG. Then D contains a k-free
group algebra if and only if G is not abelian-by-finite.
w xProof. It is proved in 2 that kG has no zero divisors, and it is then
well known that kG is an Ore domain, so the existence of D is clear. Also,
D is finite dimensional over its centre if G is abelian-by-finite, so assume
w xotherwise. By a theorem of Lorenz 5 , if G contains no nilpotent normal
subgroup of finite index, then D contains the group algebra of a free
group. We are left with the case where G contains a normal nilpotent
nonabelian subgroup N of finite index. Then kN contains the skew
 .w x upolynomial ring k t x; u , where t s lt and l is not a root of unity. It
follows from Corollary 2.1 that D contains the group algebra of a free
group, as required.
w xProof of Theorem B. To begin with, if u / 1, then by 12, Theorem 1 ,
 .w x  .w xR s k t x; u , c , k t y; u , 0 , where 0 denotes the zero derivation. The
latter ring is finite dimensional over its centre if u has finite order, and it
contains a free group algebra if u has infinite order by Corollary 2.1
 .  .  .above. This proves i and part of iii . As for ii , if ­ denotes formal
 .  .differentiation on k t , then it is known that every k-derivation of k t is
 .of the form g­ for some g g k t . It follows that for any two k-derivations
 .  .w x  .w xc and c of k t , the rings k t x ; 1, c and k t x ; 1, c are k-iso-1 2 1 1 2 2
w  . y1 xmorphic use the k t -map x ¬ g g x . Therefore, it suffices to prove1 1 2 2
 .ii for any one derivation. Choose the k-derivation D with tD s t. Then
 .w x  .in k t x; 1, D we have tx s xt q t s x q 1 t, so conjugation by t defines
 .the automorphism a : x ¬ x q 1 of the rational function field k x . Thus,
 . .  . .k t x; 1, D s k x t; a . The latter is clearly finite dimensional over its
centre if char k ) 0, and contains a free group algebra otherwise, again by
 y1Corollary 2.1. Alternatively, since t and xt generate the first Weyl
w x .  .algebra over k, one may use 9 for this part. This proves ii and the
 .remaining part of iii .
3. FREE GROUP ALGEBRAS IN DIVISION RINGS
GENERATED BY POLYCYCLIC-BY-FINITE GROUPS
If G is abelian-by-finite, then D is finite dimensional over its centre, so
suppose that G is not abelian-by-finite. For the proof of Theorem C we
 w x .require the following well-known result of Bergman cf. 11 , 9.3.9 .
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 .THEOREM Bergman . Let A be a finitely generated torsion-free abelian
group, and let U be a group of automorphisms of A. Assume that U and all
its subgroups of finite index act rationally irreducibly on A. If I / A is a
U-in¨ariant ideal of kA, then either I s 0 or dim kArI - `.k
wProof of Theorem C. Our argument is along the lines of Lorenz 5,
xTheorem 2.3 . Suppose first that G is not nilpotent-by-finite and that all its
nilpotent subgroups are abelian-by-finite, for otherwise D contains a skew
polynomial ring of the form appearing in the proof of Theorem B.
 :Then, G contains a subgroup H s A z , with A free abelian of rank at
least 2, and z and all of its powers acting rationally irreducibly on A. Now,
the inclusion H ; DU induces an embedding kH ¨ D. For if the kernel I
of the induced k-algebra map kH ª D is nonzero, then I is completely
prime and I l kA s 0. This can be seen by choosing a nonzero element
a s q a z i g I with a g kA and minimal q, and using the usualis0 i i
argument to find a nonzero element with smaller q on the assumption that
. q ) 0. Thus, by the above theorem of Bergman, the field F s kAr I l
.kA is a finite extension of k, which implies that some power of z acts
trivially on F. This contradicts the way H was chosen. Hence, kH embeds
into D. However, by Corollary 2.2, the field of fractions of kH contains a
free group algebra, as required.
Remark. It follows from Theorem C that DU always contains a free
w xgroup 3 . When G is abelian-by-finite, D is finite dimensional over k and
the claim is a consequence of the Tits alternative for linear groups.
w xOtherwise, Theorem C is complementary to the main result of 5 . Note,
however, that the Tits alternative is not used in our proof when D is finite
dimensional over k.
4. RINGS OF FRACTIONS OF UNIVERSAL
ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS
The proof of Theorem D once again depends on the result of Lichtman,
to go from suitable free k-sets to free group algebras. In order to produce
the required free generators, we follow the construction of Makar-Limanov
and Malcolmson, but use a different method to verify the freeness of the
proposed generators. The following technical result is true in even greater
generality, but already subsumes many of the freeness results in the
literature.
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a field, u and w commuting automorphisms of F,
E the fixed field of w, a a gi¨ en element of F, and suppose that, for each
w  . xmulti-index I / B and integer r g 0, l I y 1 , we are gi¨ en an element
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 .  .   . .  4d a, I, r g F. Write d a, I s d a, I, l I y 1 and let B s 0 if u s 1, and
B s Z otherwise. Assume that the following hold:
 .a E is contained in the fixed field of u .
 .  .  X .u  . w  . xb d a, I, r s d a, I , r for all I with l I G 2 and r g 0, l I y 2 .
 . X  .u jc For a fixed I , the elements d a, I , j g B, are linearly independent
o¨er E.
 . X  X.d For a fixed I , if V I is the E-subspace of F spanned by all the
 .u jd a, I for j g B and d is defined on F by xd s xw y x for all x g F, then
 X.  4V I l Fd s 0 .
 .  .Define M a, I as follows: M a, B s 1 and for I / B,
 .l I y1
y1M a, I s d a, I , r 1 y t g F t ; w . .  .  .  .
rs0
 .Then, for different I, the elements M a, I are linearly independent o¨er F.
 . ` n  .  ..Proof. Write M a, I s  t f a, I g F t; w and consider thens0 n
 . `  . n  ..corresponding generating function G a, I s  f a, I z g F z ,ns0 n
 .where z is central over F. Clearly, it is enough to show that the G a, I
are linearly independent over F.
 .  .Let I be such that l I G 2. Then assumption b implies that
 .  X.u  . .y1  X.u  .w  .y1 xM a, I s M a, I d a, I 1 y t s M a, I d a, I 1 q t 1 y t s
 X.u  .  X.uw  .w .y1  X.u  .M a, I d a, I q tM a, I d a, I 1 y t s M a, I d a, I q tM
 .wa, I . On equating the powers of t, we obtain
wuXf a, I s f a, I d a, I q f a, I for all n G 0, .  .  .  .n n ny1
where f s 0. Thereforey1
wuXG a, I s G a, I d a, I q z G a, I . 5 .  .  .  .  .
 .So far, this has only been proven for l I G 1. However, it may be verified
 .  .  .directly that 5 also holds when l I s 1, since G a, B s 1.
 .  .u j  .We prove that G a, B and the G a, I , for all l I G 2 and j g B, are
linearly independent over F. If not, there exist nontrivial relations of the
form
u j u jl I G a, I s l J G a, J q l 6 .  .  .  .  .   j j
 . jgB  . jgBl I sm 1Fl J -m
w x  .  . with l g F z and all l I , l J g F. There is clearly nothing lost byj j
w x .allowing l to belong to F z rather than F. Among all such relations,
choose one with the minimal m, and among these, one with the least total
 .  .number of l I , with l I s m occurring on the left. Since F is a field, wej
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 .may suppose that for some j g B and I with l I s m, we have0 0 0
 .  .  .l I s 1. Apply w to 6 , multiply by z , substitute from 5 into thej 00
left-hand side of the resulting equation, and rearrange. This yields
w jul I G a, I .  .  j
 . jl I sm
w jq 1 jX u us l I G a, I d a, I .  .  .  j
j  .l I sm
u jw w wq l J G a, J z q l z . 7 .  .  . .  j
 . j1Fl J -m
Suppose first that m s 1. Then the second double sum on the right-hand
 .  X.  .  .side of 7 is vacuous. Also, each G a, I s G a, B s 1, so 7 reduces to
w j w ju u wl I G a, I s l I d a, I q l z . 8 .  .  .  .  .   j j
I j I j
 .  .Subtraction of 6 from 8 yields
w j w ju u wl I y l I G a, I s l I d a, I q l z y l. .  .  .  .  .    /j j j
I j I j
9 .
 .  .Equation 9 has the same form as 6 , but fewer terms on the left, and so
must be the zero relation. It follows that
l I g E for all j g B and l I s m 10 .  .  .j
and
w juwl z y l q l I d a, I s 0. 11 .  .  .  j
I j
 .Since the sum in 11 is in F, the equation is impossible unless l is the
 .  .u jzero polynomial. Thus we obtain  l I d a, I s 0, which by assump-I, j j
 .  .tion c implies that all l I s 0, a contradiction.j
Thus m G 2. In this case, the second summation on the right-hand side
 .  .  .of 7 may also be expanded using 5 . Do this and subtract 6 from it to
 .obtain an equation of the same form as 6 , but with fewer terms on the
u j  .left, so the coefficient of every G must be the zero. Equation 10 then
 .holds. Next, for each J with l J s m y 1 and each j g B, the coefficient
 .u jof G a, J on the right-hand side of the new equation is easily seen to be
w jy 1ul J y l J q l I d a, I s 0 12 .  .  .  .  .j j jy1
XI sJ
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if u / 1 and
w
l J y l J q l I d a, I s 0 13 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
XI sJ
if u s 1. Applying uy jy1. to whichever equation we have and using the
 .  .  .  . Xassumptions a and d , we find that  l I d a, I s 0 respectively,I sJ jy1
 .  . .  .X l I d a, I s 0 if u / 1 resp. u s 1 . The E-linear independenceI sJ 0
 .of the d a, I now implies that the coefficients are all zero, which is the
final contradiction. The result follows.
COROLLARY 4.1. With the assumptions of the pre¨ious theorem, if a is
 X. yt  I .transcendental o¨er E, then the elements G a, I a are linearly indepen-
dent o¨er E.
Proof. Recall the equivalence relation ; defined by I ; J if and only
if I X s J X, with I a complete set of representatives of the equivalence
 .classes. Suppose we are given elements a I g E such that
a I G a, I X ayt  I . s 0. .  .
I
 .  X. yt  I .   . yt  I ..  X.Then 0 s  a I G a, I a s   a I a G a, I . TheI I g I J ; I
elements in the inner summation belong to F. By the previous theorem,
 . yt  I .  .each  a I a s 0 and so all a I s 0 by the transcendence of aJ ; I
over E.
Proof of Theorem D. There is nothing to prove in those cases where the
universal enveloping algebra of L contains a copy of the first Weyl algebra
 .e.g., when L is soluble . In the remaining cases, we modify the proof of
w xMalcolmson and Makar-Limanov 10 in order to be able to apply
w xLichtman's argument. We follow the notation of 10, pp. 319 et seq. . We
have an element a transcendental over the field K. Let us choose some
y1 .  .   .  . 4f a g K a _ K and see whether f a , f a b is a K-free set. If not,
repeat the proof from the introduction of the m on page 319 thereI
.  .denoted m . The final conclusion is that, for certain I s i , . . . , i , thei 0 k
monomials
yi y1 yi y1 yi0 ky1 kf a y k y 1 b 1 y t ??? f a y b 1 y t f a 14 .  .  .  .  .  . .
are linearly dependent over K. Note that i , . . . , i G 1, and that t acts0 ky1
 .on K a as the K-automorphism w : a ¬ a y g . Recall also that b , g g K
with g / 0. Define
yi rd x , I , r s f x y l I y r y 1 b 15 .  .  . . .
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 .for almost all x g K a . The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied: here
 .F s K a and the automorphisms are defined by aw s a y g and au s
 .  .  .a y b. Conditions a and b are trivial to verify. As for c , we have
 .  .yi ky 1  .u j  . Xd a, I s f a and f a s f a y j b , so, having fixed I , we require
yn .the K-linear independence of rational functions of the form f a y j b ,
for j g B and n G 0. If 1rf is not a polynomial, then the usual argument
 .with poles in case u / 1 and the transcendence of the powers of f over K
 .imply the result. Finally, for condition d of the theorem, we need to
choose f in such a way that the only solution to
x w y x s a fym , m
mG1
 . for x g K a and a g K, is a s 0. Note that the summation excludesm m
.m s 0, since i G 1. The function f may be chosen in many ways, e.g.,ky1
 .  n.f a s 1 q a ra for all n G 0.
 .  .  .yt  I .With this choice of f , note that 14 has the form of an M a, I f a
y1 4as defined in Theorem 4.1, so the set f , fb is K-free by Corollary 4.1,
which contradicts the assumption of linear dependence. In other words,
y1  .  . 4  .the set f a , f a b is K-free. Now use the degree function on U L ,
 .  n.with a large enough n in f a s 1 q a ra, and Lichtman's result, to
conclude the proof of Theorem D.
 . y1 w xEXAMPLE. Malcolmson and Makar-Limanov choose f a s a in 10 ,
so the final part of their argument may be deduced from ours. Similarly in
w x  .  .yi r8 , one may deduce the main result by choosing d t, I, r s 1 y t ,
w xtu s t, tw s lt, and applying Theorem 4.1, while the result of 7 may be
 . yi robtained by choosing d t, I, r s t , tu s t, and tw s t q 1.
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